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ABSTRACT
This study investigates aspects of the role gender plays in participa-
tory design innovation workshops; reflecting on both the process
and the output. Often when gender and design are discussed, the
problems raised concern a lack of women as designers or developers
[26], but there appear to be gaps in addressing full gender represen-
tation when it comes to users in the design process. In this study,
a design workshop was run where participants, two men and five
women were asked initially to identify or generate problems and
possible digital solutions concerning their academic studies, and
then to design their top self-selected solution. The workshop was
recorded and transcribed, and conversation and discourse analysis
were carried out which found gender to influence problem raising,
language used and group practices. The paper concludes both
that gender apparently plays a strong role in group dynamics with
regards to design innovation; and that thematic conversation and
discourse analysis provides an appropriate and insightful approach
to understanding these issues.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Often when gender and design are discussed, the problems raised
concern a lack of women as designers or developers [26], but there
is little on ensuring full gender representation when it comes to
users. This issue is critical to consider; as it is not just women who
make up around half the design or development team, but the users
themselves. The possibility that the women’s contribution to design
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and innovation should be regarded as important if not fundamental,
seems indicative of bias continuing into design processes. Women
are, and should be given, equal opportunity to be designers and
users, and contributions should be encouraged and supported. As
such, this paper aims to outline and consider how gender roles play
a part in innovation and design with regard to users, as well as
designers, by examining any gender differences in design innova-
tion workshops. There are other studies considering Conversation
Analysis (CA) and gender e.g. Stokoe and Weatheral [36], but a
much more limited number on how this ties in to innovation and
ideation. Consequently, this study focuses on the analysis of gender
in the creative process and decision making in a small group or
workshop settings employing forms of participatory design.

Participatory Design (PD) as an innovation workshop, is the act
of involving stakeholders in the design process to ensure that all re-
quirements are thought out and well designed and implemented. As
a methodology, PD has been used to format workshops [15], which
is how it was used in this study. Hansen et al. [15] state, their claim
“is not that PD is superior to other approaches” but that an increased
interest in HCI should be matched by an increased interest in PD.
However, their paper holds a variety of reasons as to why PD is the
only way to achieve a design which both users and designers would
be able to work with, and other literature supports this. Hansen
et al. also state that PD is “not merely a collection of participatory
methods or about having an ethical standpoint in design, but an
approach to generate effects related to democracy, empowerment,
and quality of process and product” [15] which supports any inter-
est in diversity and design through PD. This paper aims to uncover
to what extent gender is a factor within conversation with group or
co-design being used as a framework, as well as the effect that this
has on its suitability in organisations. PD in this study was used
more as a methodology than as an ideology, therefore the main
focus will be on the design groups and innovation.

Innovation has been defined as the creation and adoption of an
idea, a product, a technology, or a program that is new to the group
using it [14]. In line with this, Fagen [11] describes innovation as
being able to be focused on one of three areas: person, process
or product. Ideation in the context of this study, will focus upon
innovation in products. Generating ideas, which could be linked to
people or process, with the understanding that the act of creating
the idea itself will often, but not exclusively, lead to a product.

Using an ideation method, such as an ‘inspiration card workshop’
can lead to ideas which can then be used in a Prototyping activity
[15]. If this uses both the users and the designers in a collaborative
model, this can be referred to as ‘Cooperative Prototyping’ [15].
Steen [32] states that through the lens of virtue ethics that it is the
traits of cooperation, creativity, empowerment and reflexivity that
allow design to flourish as a means of design, but extends this not
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just to the users and designers, but also to researchers and other
stakeholders.

Since design is often staged through workshops supported by
collaboration and cooperation, it is important to consider the effect
that gender has on research method. In a paper published in 1997,
Balka [4] extended the “analysis of gender as a factor in partici-
patory design initiatives”, and achieved this by focusing on “the
challenges of implementing PD in the context of non-profit feminist
and women’s organisations” [4]. The main challenge encountered
in using PD as a framework for design in these organisations was
how this process fitted into the organisational structure at large [4].
This is particularly relevant to this research within a University
setting, as if only a subsection of diverse groups are surveyed and
given opportunity to be involved in the process of design, then
the products and services made available to students may not be
suitable for all. Moreover, overall Blaka [4] supports the argument
that PD is “likely to fail unless the gendered nature of expertise is
recognised”.

Alongside an intellectual commitment to an approach of co-
design, it is also important to consider how research findings are
impacted by the methodology and data collection methods, and
how individual participants interact with one another. This ties
back into reflexivity and the work of Hester and Francis [16] which
is discussed more in-depth below. In this study design was carried
out in a group setting, and therefore it is important to consider
how gender affects this conversation in groups. The ‘gendered
reality’ of research must be carefully considered [34], specifically
when it comes to language and conversation. This ‘gendered reality’
refers to the fact that in participants identifying with gender and
having been raised with certain gender roles, this is the reality in
which research is being carried out, and therefore this cannot be
overlooked. Conversation analysis is one way of analysing any
gender differences [34].

Conversation analysis (CA) is “an approach to the study of so-
cial interaction that emerged through the collaborative research of
Harvey Sacks, Emanuel Schegloff, Gail Jefferson, and their students
in the 1960s and early 1970s” [28]. “Many social scientists regard
conversation analysis and discourse analysis as roughly similar
kinds of approaches: they both offer qualitative analyses of the
functional and sense-making properties of language” [40]. There-
fore, in parallel to CA, this study will also be using elements of
Discourse Analysis (DA) which “typically focuses on the analytical
process in a relatively explicit way” [19]. DA builds upon the stan-
dard linguistic analysis of morphology and syntax, and looks more
widely at how the conversations are taking place. Existing research
into discourse and identity [5] and how they are so strongly linked,
suggest that this is an extremely appropriate analysis method, es-
pecially when considering the main focus of the research is gender
identity and its effects. Therefore, as this is only an initial study
with the hopes of uncovering themes which can be researched in
more detail, the combination of CA, DA and thematic analysis will
raise many areas in which the way conversations are taking place
effect group or co-design.

It is also vital when looking at means of analysis to consider fem-
inist conversation analysis that involves carrying out CA critically
reflecting on any research previously carried out using CA, or how
the method is used. Kitzinger [21] claims that “it is clearly not the

case that CA is (or can readily be made) compatible with all variants
of feminist research”, suggesting that only certain elements of the
method should be adopted to carry out truly feminist research. Fem-
inist methodologies are built on the argument that the traditional
“’rules’ of research have embedded within them an unconscious
patriarchal bias” [23]. One of the main concerns around this is that
this goes undiscussed and any prior knowledge, assumed as gen-
eral knowledge, may have come from a place of patriarchal bias.
To overcome this, any research carried out must not rely on any
previous research when results are analysed. Davis [7] argues that
diversity is “not only essential as a goal of intersectional feminism,
but also as a means of continuing success for digital movements”,
all of which are aims of this research so must be considered when
drawing on previous research.

One of the propositions made in this paper is to present a com-
bination of thematic analysis, discourse analysis [19] and CA, al-
lowing conversations and discussions to be analysed and the main
topics to be examined in further detail. Building on fundamental
principles from CA, such as turn-taking [20] and language used
[36], as well as wider theories around language [19] this process
will also enable themes outside of the conversation structure to
be examined such as; the types of ideas being brought forward,
the meaning of the language being used. However, this will also
allow classic CA examples of group practices to be examined such
as leading and turn-taking.

Furthermore, this paper is treated gender as a binary, as all par-
ticipants self-identified as men or women, and much of the existing
literature in this field draws on similar examples. The lack of full
representation when it comes to the gender identity expressed in
this research, due to the small sample size must be noted, particu-
larly when it comes to generalisation, which is discussed in more
detail below.

2 METHODOLOGY
The methodology of PD, has a set structure given that it is a re-
search methodology [31]. This three-stage method includes; “initial
exploration of work”, “discovery process” and “prototyping” [31].
In this study of design, the method of “initial exploration” was in
the form of an innovation workshop. Innovation Workshops are a
style of focus group, where participants are encouraged to adopt an
innovative and creative thinking style. In this particular case this
included; independent ideation around problem areas, followed by
collaborative grouping. The “discovery process” was done through
independent ideation of solutions around those problem areas, with
the “prototyping” being carried out by the group at large. Ideation,
in this instance, refers to the process of noting ideas around a topic
on a sticky note. Many innovation workshops are based around
this method of ideation; the differences lie in the topics of ideation
and how these are derived [29].

Building upon the research and literature surveys of Stokoe and
Weatheral [36] and Sidnell [28], CA as a means of evaluation is
well rehearsed. “CA provides the tools to explore in fine detail how
issues around gender are occasioned in talk” [35]. However, this
practice focuses on how things are said, and the interactions be-
tween participants. This study aimed was to find the role gender
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played in a group setting with regards to innovation and PD. There-
fore, as well as understanding how interactions took place, there
also needed to be a focus on what was being said. In looking at
the way participants interact with one another, it is important to
understand the more subtle differences in language. Stokoe and
Smithson [35] state that CA is a “fruitful way of exploring links
between gender and discourse”, because “rather than imposing the
analyst’s assumptions on to the data in which gender may be rel-
evant, CA focuses on what participants themselves focus to talk
on”.

Thematic analysis is used to extract themes from a text, or “the-
matic analyses move beyond counting explicit words or phrases and
focus on identifying and describing both implicit and explicit ideas
within the data, that is, themes” [13]. Applied thematic analysis
ties together “grounded theory, positivism, interpretivism, and phe-
nomenology” into “one methodological framework” [13]. However,
the suggestion that thematic analysis ties all these methodologies
together is a bold claim. For example, positivism and interpretivism
are quite different on what counts as knowledge. Understanding
how thematic analysis ties into methodologies at large was cru-
cial to be able to carry this research out effectively. However, in
carrying out a thematic analysis, it was important not to lose any
gender difference that would have presented themselves through
conversation analysis.

The solution presented in this research is to combine the ap-
proaches of thematic analysis, discourse analysis and conversation
analysis to allow the thematic analysis of the conversation whilst
paying attention to the understood patterns of CA. This process
involved taking a transcript of a conversation, in this study this
was an innovation session with a group of university students, and
working through to uncover themes, either in how concepts are
discussed (this comes from CA and DA) or what they are discussing
(this comes from thematic analysis).

It is understood that thematic analysis involves “more involve-
ment and interpretation from the researcher” [13]. Such an ap-
proach clearly raises issues of reflexivity, and validity, and therefore
generalisation of any results to a wider sample of the population.
This is discussed in further detail below (4.1.1).

2.1 The Context of the Study
The study took place with seven University students, who took part
in a workshop with the department who provide IT services to the
University. Prior to the workshop, the students completed a basic
diversity survey.

This survey allowed participants to disclose their gender identity,
age and race outside of the study; although race and age were not
analysed in this study, it may be interesting to see how these factors
effect interactions at a later date. As well as this, a survey maybe
a comfortable way of divulging information for participants, as
falling into a bracket could be a much less personal way divulging
who they are. The survey used in this study categorised participants
based on the attributes: gender, age, ethnicity, religion, disability
and sexuality. However, in this analysis, we will be focusing solely
on self-selected gender identity as the scope for diversity. The
participants have been numerically ordered for anonymity and
given a prefix or ‘F’ for female and ‘M’ for male. Therefore, the

Figure 1: How participants chose to group themselves to
share problems with one another for the ’Academic Out-
come’ workshop.

participants are: F1, M2, F7, F8, M9, F10, and F12 (please note the
missing numbers are due to additional participants dropping out
of a second study). The participants selected their own seats on
arrival.

Firstly, in isolation, participants were asked to write down any
problems they, or friends and peers, faced around their academic
studies. In total 37 problems were raised. The participants were
then asked to pair up and to explain their problems to each other,
in preparation to present the problems their partners had raised to
the rest of the group.

Figure 1 (above) shows how the participants chose to ‘pair up’
to discuss their problems with one another. This made two mixed
gender pairings, and one group with three women. After discussion
between the smaller groups, they were then asked to present one
another’s problems and pain points to the rest of the group. M9
went first, presenting F7’s notes to the team. M2 presented the
problems of F8 first. The group made up of F1, F12 and F10 had
mixed all the sticky notes together and presented these as a group,
each taking it turns to present the next sticky note that was picked
up.

They were then asked as a team of seven, to categorise their
problems into ‘Problem Categories’. F1 began writing out Problem
Category headings, with M9 suggesting these titles. It was F1 who
once they had some categories decided that suggested, “let’s put
these ideas by the categories and see if there’s any left”. They then
seemingly worked in their original parings to place the sticky notes
under each of the headings.

After categorising the 37 problems, the participants were then
asked to individually ideate around the problems that had been
raised. On completion, theywere then asked to present their ideas to
the team. They presented these clockwise around the table, starting
with F8, after being asked by M2 to start.

After each of the ideas had been read out, they were asked to
pick the top three ideas. They did this by choosing the category
that was important to the majority of the team. This discussion was
led by M2. After this, they were asked to fill in a Business Canvas
Model [37] for each of the three ideas. They broke up into smaller
groups again, unprompted, this time in the following format.
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Figure 2: Participant’s self-selected grouping for the comple-
tion of a business canvas model for their three top ideas.

The Business Model Canvas [37] involves the expansion and
further exploration of an idea (see Figure 3). This group ran as
part of an innovation workshop at the University, where these
completed canvases are used to inform business cases. Therefore,
this was done to encourage the participants to think more in depth
about their idea including what problems they were trying to solve,
how the solution would work, as well as what makes their solution
unique. The participants were then asked to select their top idea
and complete designs for this. The top idea that was chosen was an
improved timetable for students, with additional features. Currently,
the timetable system for the University only displays scheduled
classes, exams and deadlines.

The unique or ‘wow’ factor, as shown in Figure 3, for their new
idea, was the ability to see when their friends, peers and tutors are
free and to be able to book time with staff or peers directly, and to
have all the University booking systems pull into their calendar or
timetable so that their calendar is unique to them.

The above designs show a centralised place for booking rooms
and study spaces (the University currently has two systems for this,
only one of which displays in the student timetable), as well as a
way of booking appointments with their tutors. The participants all
agreed (as can be seen in the lower right corner of the above design)
that all events no matter how they are booked should display in
their student timetable. Further research into the idea they selected
and their designs could be carried out on this. However, the context
of this study focuses on the process in which these designs were
created, and the effect gender played on this.

2.2 Summary of Workshop
The group discussions within the workshops were transcribed;
when the participants were presenting one another’s problems to
the group in pairs, and secondly when solutions to the problems
were self-presented and the top three selected. Whilst the final
designs were collected, for the case of this paper, they will not be
used.

Discussions from the workshop were transcribed and the process
of analysis began by the transcripts being reviewed and the main
themes selected; through the observation of repeated patterns and
knowledge of previous studies in this field. This was carried out by

the transcripts being read through once with no agenda, simply to
understand and refresh what had taken place. Following this, the
transcripts were read to find where decisions were made, and these
were then looked at in both what was being done and how (i.e. the
thematic and conversation analysis). Once these had been outlined,
it was clear that decisions were being made mostly by the men in
the group despite being only two of the seven, so the transcripts
were analysed again, with this time the focus being on the pro-
cess decisions being made by the group’s participants. Finally, the
language itself being used by the participants was analysed using
standard CA techniques such as recognising interruptions or who
indicated who should be the next speaker.

Themes in each of these stages were raised by reflecting on
previous literature [20, 36] and studies that had been read, to find
support, contradictions or any poignant occurrences which may fall
outside the existing literature. These results were then categorised
into three areas, as detailed below.

3 RESULTS
In examining the data, the main themes found included; raising
problems in a group (one of the first stages of the innovation work-
shop), the language and conversational styles used and finally the
practicality of group working. In this analysis, we will pay attention
to how these were shaped by gender. These themes were found
when thematically analysing the conversations when participants
shared and grouped their problems and solutions. The group was
asked to pair up, with one group of three, and present one another’s
problems to the group. When the same was done for solutions, they
were asked to present their own.

3.1 Problem Raising
The men mainly raised issues to do with the University’s academic
practices and facilities, for example the keyboards not being suitable,
whereas the women raised more problems around the lifestyle of
studying and how this fits into their lives, which can be seen below
as M9 presents F7’s problem. This link between decision making,
or what constitutes a problem, and gender is supported by Park
[24], who carried out a study which “statistically supported the
argument that there exists a close relationship between gender role,
decision style and leadership style.”

Excerpt 1: M9 presenting F7’s ideas.
When asked for problems, the men presented solutions to their

problems straight away, for example the suggestion of “better key-
boards” as opposed to the problem being raised that the current
keyboards are not fit for purpose.

Excerpt 2: F7 presenting M2’s ideas.
By presenting solutions before problems as requested this early

in the process, then other ideas may not be brought forward by
other individuals, in this case the women, as it was one of the men
who voiced the solution first. Within design, it is important to first
fully understand the problems that are trying to be solved before
solutions are presented to ensure that any solutions are appropriate.
Part of the design process is understanding the links between prob-
lems and creative solutions; therefore this study involves unpacking
how gender effects each part of this process.
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Figure 3: The final selected idea using the Business Model Canvas [37].

Figure 4: A subset of the final designs for the ’Academic Outcomes’ workshop.
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M9: Oh and finding time to balance social life with school life, I don’t know... time management... and all that kinds of stuff.
Especially when you have times where like assignments assigned weeks before it’s due and you have this thing going on in
your mind and it’s like basically if it’s very, if it’s like 50% of your grade, just be worrying about it for the whole... All this
time, you cannot go to social stuff without worrying about it.

F7: Um, so, better keyboards would be really handy. Um, the resources in the library, so for textbooks you either have to use an
e-book or buy one for yourself so it’d be more handy to have more copies available in the library.

F1: We kinda mixed up everyone’s so. . .

Facilitator: That’s ok, you can all just present random ones.

F1: This one’s yours I think... And it says the check in system’s not stable, like sometimes you could be in like. . . in
like. . . that room and it’ll say you’re not there.

F12: We have a lot of problem.

Facilitator: There’s three of you, there’s gonna be... Excellent! Over to you guys then... If you guys are done?

F1/10/12: Yeah, I think so.

When presenting problems to the group, students were asked
to work in smaller self-selected groups to explain one another’s
ideas to each other and then to present their partner’s problems to
the group. They split themselves into two mixed groups, and one
group of three women, as Figure 1 shows.

The group containing all women had already grouped their prob-
lems, and therefore didn’t present one another’s ideas but just the
ones nearest to them.

Excerpt 3: The all-women group when presenting prob-
lems, had mixed up their ideas.

This could be interpreted in two ways; firstly, that they did
not clearly listen to the instructions, or secondly they were more
collaborative. A larger sample size would be needed to draw any
conclusions on this.

3.2 Language and Conversation
The language used by the participants throughout this co-design
process, with regards to apologising and asking for help, seemed to
hold strong differences when it came to gender. These differences
are explored in detail below.

3.2.1 Hedging: Apologetic language and taking up space. After the
group of three women had presented their problems, there was a
pause and F12 embarrassingly said “we have a lot of problem[s]”.

Excerpt 4: The all-women group when presenting prob-
lems, had mixed all their sticky notes together.

The way in which problems were presented in this group sup-
ports what Tannen [39] observed in small mixed gender groups,
where there were “far more women than men”, “when it came to
present small-group findings to the class, each group that included
a man had chosen the man to stand up and be the spokesperson.”
As in both mixed pairings, it was the man who spoke first, as well

as F12 apologising for taking so long by saying “we have a lot of
problem[s]”. This reinforces the willingness of men to speak and
‘take up space’, whereas generally women prefer not to. Tannen [39]
also suggests that it is a manager’s role to notice behaviour which
silences women, and not for women to change their communication
style.

It also seems important, considering reflexivity, to acknowledge
that the researcher, who is a woman and who played the part
of facilitator in the workshop, refers multiple times to the group
as “guys”, when the groups are either mixed or all women (see
Excerpts 4 and 10). This could suggest an unconscious gender bias
in language; however, the focus of this study is the interactions
between the participants, so this will not be explored further in this
paper.

Excerpt 5: F8 apologising for being negative about the lec-
turers.

When presenting a solution around teaching, F8 clearly feels
guilty for being negative by saying “because they just. . . but not. . .
sorry. . .”. This reinforces the notion that women feel guilty for
having an opposing view, supported by Ngozi Adichie [1] who
states that “we teach girls to shrink themselves, to make themselves
smaller”, which can also be seen in Excerpt 7.

Excerpt 6: M2 is presenting F8’s problems, is unclear on
what she meant and attempts to change the subject, so the
facilitator asks for clarification.

Excerpts 4, 5 and 6 all show examples of hedging. Hedging is
the term referring to the linguistic style of ‘hegding’ your bets with
phrases such as “I think”, “you know” and “sort of” [17, 18, 22]. This
is also found to be true in this study for the women, for example
in Excerpt 4 where the women say “I think so” when asked if
they’ve completed their stack of post-its, when it’s clear through
observation that they have or in Excerpt 6, where F8 says “I think
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F8: Ok, I can go? Um, I have solutions, ok, I have three digital one and one non-digital. The non-digital would be giving
trainings for lectures, to lecturers. Because, er, to provide nicer material and for them to have better presentation skills.
Because I feel like not all lecturers are, erm. . .What am I trying to say? I think some of them have side jobs, or even
lecturing is their side jobs. So, I mean I’m not surprised that they’re bad at lecturing, ‘cause they just. . . but not, sorry...

M2: Um... Lecture recordings, um, she finds that helpful as well the lecture recordings. Lectures are meant to be fifty
minutes in length, and many times she’s found lecture recordings to be of a shorter length, for example forty minutes,
so she, um, it disrupts her? Um, her ability to. . . um... yeah... Next one!

Facilitator: Sorry, just for that one, is that because lectures are shorter than they’re meant to be, or because the lecture
recording’s been cut off?

F8: I think both.

both”. Although M2 can also be seen using hedging in this excerpt
too. Whether these are personality traits or representative of gender
differences would require further research; however, this small
study contains many examples of this behaviour from women. This
is supported by Murphy [22] who states that “the use of hedges
among females before a key word” is used “to avoid the appearance
of playing the expert”.

Holmes [17] suggests that hedging has two purposes, either to ex-
press speaker confidence e.g. “you know” or “reflecting uncertainty”
e.g. “I think”. The subjective nature of hedging could therefore be
seen as a linguistic tool used by participants, not just as a means of
interpretation. However, it is difficult to tell where hedging is used
deliberately, for example to seem more approachable, or when it
used due to genuine uncertainty. For example, in Excerpt 4, when
asked if they had completed going through their notes, the all-
women group responded with “I think so”, when it was clear that
they had, as they’d moved all their sticky notes. Whereas in Excerpt
6, where F8 says “I think both”, they may not remember which of
the two options they had been given, or they may be using hedging
as a tool so as not to cause any offense. This ties into what Holmes
later implies in 1990 [18] in that context around hedging is very
important to consider.

A more subtle analysis is perhaps required when it comes to
hedging, to uncover not only how frequently, but also how it used
[2]. Dixon and Foster [8] for example, found that hedging was used
the same amount of time by both genders, unlike Holmes [17], but
what Dixon and Foster did find was that the way that hedging was
used was different. For example Holmes [17] outlines two functions
of hedging as “modal” and “affective”. Further research supporting
this has shown that simply carrying out a numerical analysis on
frequency shows no significant results [2], which supports Holmes’
work [17]. These differences in findings further support the need
for a more subtle analysis to find how hedging is used differently,
then it would be very thought-provoking to see how this then
ties into group design and innovation. An initial exploration into
this particular study and the way that hedging was used found
that hedging was used an average of 1.2 by men, and 1.8 times by
women, with no statistical significance [2]. It was also found that on
average the men used hedging more as a means of persuasion, and
the women used hedging more to express uncertainty, but again
due to sample size, this was found to be statistically insignificant

[2]. Continuing this path of research with larger samples could be
a very enlightening path to finding out how hedging effects these
group discussions and decisions.

3.2.2 Asking for Help. In the smaller grouping of M2 and F8, they
had opposite ways of asking for, or not asking for, help in explaining
one another’s ideas. M2 read each of F8’s problems from a sticky
note and when they did not understand or trailed off, they simply
declared “next one!” and moved on, as can be seen in Excerpt 6.
They were then asked by the facilitator to explain further which F8
then did.

The aim of asking participants to present one another’s problems
to the rest of the group had the aim of encouraging the group to
talk and work together. In further research the role that gender
plays on this could perhaps be considered with regards to empathy
which may will be distributed differently by gender.

Later, when F8 was presenting the problems of M2 (see Excerpt
7), they admitted when they were unsure, saying to M2, “I forgot,
can you say more about that?”

Excerpt 7: F8 is presenting M2’s problems, is unclear on
what he meant and therefore asks him for clarification.

This presents a lot to uncover. The stereotype around men not
admitting to weakness is supported in this behaviour. What is
perhaps more interesting is the woman voicing her concern when
she is unsure. Female students are two and a half times less likely to
ask questions in academic seminars than their male counterparts [6].
Whereas what was seen in this study contradicted this. However,
again this is just one example, and therefore this would require a
larger scale study to be carried out.

3.3 Group Practices
3.3.1 Writing: “I’ll just do it.” M2 asks the group “who’s the best
writer here?” and F1 responds “I’ll just do it”, to which M2 laughs,
see below in Excerpt 8. From this point on F1 is the scribe for the
group. F1 does however use this where she can to influence what
is written down. “We internalize ideas from our socialization,” [1] –
if all that is ever presented to us is women as scribes, then we may
not realise that we’re reinforcing it our actions.

Excerpt 8: The decision of who writes the category head-
ings when categorising the problems.
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F8: Mmm. . . As in some TAs would just sit down, play with their phone, or they would, they have, um a lack of knowledge
regarding the workshop materials, and then. . . Exam parameters. . . is unfair... So... I forgot, can you say more about
that?

M2: Yes, so for example, um, um, for [department name], there was two problem actually. Number one, one of mine was
put in such a way where you must complete this question before moving onto the next.

F7: The library can probably be one by itself.

M2: Yes, definitely.

F7: Who wants to write that?

M2: Who’s the best writer here?

F1: I’ll just do it.

In their role, as ‘scribe’, F1 however was able to write out cat-
egory headings without the whole group’s approval, and wrote
these down and showed the to the other women sat nearby who
confirmed their support of the work.

Quast [10], discusses that Richard Branson, founder of the Virgin
Group strongly believes that it should be everyone whomakes notes
in a meeting, being quoted to say; “men shouldn’t take over the note
taking from women, everyone should be taking notes.” Journalistic
articles such as “Taking Notes Isn’t ’Women’s Work’: What To Do
When You’re The Default Admin” [38] show that being asked to
take notes or take the role of ‘scribe’ is a consistent problem women
are faced with.

However, what is perhaps more unusual in this instance, is that
F1 herself volunteered for this role. This could be argued as either
they wanted this role, or they were reinforcing a gender bias of
which they may have been unaware.

3.3.2 Leading and Turn-Taking. When all ideas had been presented,
the participants were asked to select their top three ideas to work
on further. M2 took the lead saying, “Let’s determine which is
the biggest problem first? Then we will find a solution which is
best fitted for that biggest problem.” They were heavily supported
by F7 who repeatedly said “ok” after each leading statement by
M2. M2 then led the discussion and took people around the table
counting votes; “ok, so two timetabling, two library. . .”. After the
top three solutions have been decided on, M2 then again takes the
lead suggesting the groups split up again, which they do based on
what idea they voted for. In 1974, Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson
[27] attempted “to characterize, in its simplest systematic form, the
organization of turn-taking for conversation, and to extract some
of the interest of that organisation”. One of the attributes of CA
they found was transitions between speakers having “no gap and
no overlap” were common and more significantly to this research
that “turn order is not fixed, but varies.” What was found in this
study supports more recent theories of gender and turn-taking
by Kitzinger [20] in that gender plays a role who speaks next. As
although in this study they went around the table clockwise, this
was led by one of the two men. This is interesting and almost

random, due to the turn-taking simply being clockwise, but by this
being led by one of the men raises questions around equality.

Zingalesd et al. [25], state that men often achieve leadership
roles regardless of past performance. They found “that women are
selected to represent the group 33.3% less often than their abilities
would suggest”. This is reinforced in this study by M2 consistently
taking the lead and organising the group, see Excerpt 9 below.

Excerpt 9: When choosing their top three ideas to take
forward to the next stage, M2 took charge of the group.

This gender difference when it comes to leadership was also
found in previous research when groups were separated by gender,
each of the all-men groups established a self-elected leader, and
only one of the two women’s groups chose a leader based on ability
[3].

4 ANALYSIS
Participatory Design (PD) aims to give all stakeholders a role in
the designing of a product, and this was also the aim in this study.
When it comes to a student’s academic studies, the focus of the
group in this trial, this should involve students of all backgrounds
and genders. To not include a variety of participants is to strive
for failure. However, even when a variety of students are selected,
there are seemingly a range of gender differences which present
themselves. Whether these are down to a group setting in general,
or a design setting, remains to be uncovered. However, the above
results do clearly show a pattern of differences when it comes to
gender. The main themes of problem raising, language and group
practices which emerged are indicative of some wider issues at
large, but this paper aims to analyse these themes with regards to
design.

Stokoe [33] states that “interaction can be analysed in ways that
reveal how gender categories are routinely occasioned to accomplish
some action”. For example, if gender is used as motivation, this
could be constructive or unconstructive when it comes to gender
roles. Regardless, it important to consider how gender roles or cat-
egories effect the actions of participants. This study showed, for
example, that when F1 volunteered for the task of writing down
category headings. Through this analysis on a small scale, details
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Facilitator: It’s just what is the most important to you guys?

F8: Maybe timetable then?

F1: I agree, um, so. . .

M2: Timetable as well then?

F1: Timetable, whether that’s with classmates, with lecturers, I think. . .

M2: Ok.

F1: That would be useful. . .

M2: Ok, so two timetabling, two library. . .

M9: How about lecturing? Because we mentioned about lecturers recording or like or the lectures, so each area
maybe that sort of thing. . .

M2: I agree with you on that, so how about I’m for lecture materials and lecture as well?

were unpicked which may normally have been missed. Combining
the methodologies of theme analysis with conversation and dis-
course analysis may be the most appropriate way of uncovering
cases of gender affecting group work in design. It is vital to be able
to recognise these differences, in order to be able to calculate if,
when broken down, this leads to better practices of innovation.

4.1 Themes Emerging for Further Research
The differences in the raising of problems, with the different types
of problems being raised and how these are raised could be an
example of gender differences at large. For example, the solution
first approach that was demonstrated in this workshop by the men
participating could overshadow any ideas generated by others,
which will not lead to a more diverse range of ideas. This could
be addressed by putting something into place to stop solutions
being raised until later in the process, perhaps with separate groups
for those who identify as men and women separately, or perhaps
simply clearer instructions from the researcher.

The language and conversation differences between genders that
were noted in this study align with previous research by Speer and
Stokoe [30] around the different conversation styles between men
and women. This is also in line with the apologetic nature of speech
by women and their lack of willingness to take up space due to
the patriarchy in which they were raised [39]. However, what was
analysed around language was one of the women’s unapologetic
request for more information. It could be argued that often women
are expected to remain silent and not ask for help when it is needed,
and it was a perhaps surprising and optimistic act within this study.

As for group practices, including the woman who volunteered
to write and man who led the discussion and selection of the final
ideas, there were strong gender differences. Mainstream media has
commented upon this [38] and this study (see Excerpt 8) clearly
shows examples of the expectations upon women to scribe for a
group. In design workshops, this may be a barrier to the women

being active participants in a group settings, as they’re unable to
fully engage due to the task of writing down, meaning they would
never be able to raise their own thoughts and opinions.

With regards to turn-taking and leadership, this study showed a
clear example of a man assuming a leadership role and taking the
lead in the group activity. When it comes to participatory design,
this could be seen as a real obstacle, as all stakeholders are supposed
to have equal input into the product. Having equal input from all
participants can cause complications and this should be led by a
facilitator and the facilitator should not be imposing their view on
the group. Which is why any participant assuming a leadership
role could be seen as potentially problematic as they are extremely
unlikely to represent all potential users of the product or service.
Therefore, a man in this study assuming this role without prompting
is indicative of wider issues at large when it comes to the role gender
plays on design in practice.

4.2 What comes next?
The next question would be, what can be done to break down
this patriarchal structure in an innovative group setting? When
carrying out design within an institution, this involves involving
all participants throughout the design process. In most cases, this
should include involving a diverse group of users and teammembers
in order to design a product or service that is suitable for all potential
users, otherwise the design recommendations made through the
process of design will be limited in their imagination.

5 CONCLUSION
Overall, this study is indicative of the way gender plays a strong
role in group dynamics with regards to innovation, and that a com-
bination of discourse and conversation analysis was an appropriate
way of analysing this type of phenomenon. Despite its small sam-
ple size, there are too many similarities between the themes found
in this workshop and existing literature to discount any findings.
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Subtle traces of gender conformity have been selected and analysed
in this case of this innovation workshop around academic life at
University. This is supported by Franklin [12] who observes that
the dynamics men and women have in a group setting do not allow
for true equality. This study also brings to light the importance of
the facilitator ensuring that workshop participants are empowered
and able to engage fully within participatory design groups.

The above findings, on the differences displayed with regards to
problem raising, apologetic language, asking for help, hedging and
group practices such as writing and turn-taking are all indicative
of gender differences in group design processes. This ties back into
the discussion around hedging made above where it is important
to recognise the position of the talk and to understand the context
[18]. To deconstruct the effect gender has on this process, each of
these areas must be taken and investigated in further detail. Due to
the small sample size, it is important to test if these issues would
still hold when applied to a large proportion of the population. This
study does however stand as a strong foundation for this research
and gives direction inwhere thought should be applied. For example,
would apologetic language still be used in single-gendered groups?
Would turn-taking still happen by simply going around the table
but without a leader, or would a woman step forwards and lead the
design? And then depending on the outcome of this, what can be
done to allow equality or equity in a group setting? It is vital that
these questions are looked into in further detail in more extensive
research to ensure that design workshops are carried out in a way
that is sensitive to all genders.

There is, of course, the argument that differences allow strength,
and by encouraging equity in a group setting, we do not wish to
remove participant’s individuality and personality to establish all
participants as being ‘the same’, but simply to allow themselves to
unapologetically participate and put their ideas forward, in order
for the design process to be successful and the strongest product
recommendations to be proposed. Supported by Dourish [9] the
implications that flow from this admittedly small scale piece of
research allow reflection on how to best implement the practice of
design by taking account of gender differences. Dourish [9] argues
that research can hold implications for any part of the research
however, not just design. The implications of this study give us
an understanding as to how the participants contribute towards a
design process and how this may be affected by gender. Secondly,
it gives a grounding for further research towards the design of
group design workshops and how they may be carried out con-
sidering what has been found here around participant interaction.
Furthermore, it is vital that when carrying out inclusive design,
that it is not just numbers that are looked at to ensure equal repre-
sentation, although this is vital, but how when this is done these
interactions take place. A much more subtle analysis is needed in
order to uncover recommendations and interactions for facilitators
to use and look out for, so that requirements phases of designs can
be better informed, and stronger products designed. It is my belief
that this study will pave the way for further research in what can
be done to break down any barriers caused by perceived gender
in running innovation workshops within the university sector and
further afield.
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